Hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Katie Frakes and I'm taking you Inside KSC.

Saddle up!

A forklift rodeo was one of the highlights during Jacobs' Safety Week recently.

The competition consisted of skills challenges such as forklifts being driven through obstacle courses and a "hot shot" basketball challenge.

Jacobs is the prime contractor for NASA's Test and Operations Support Contract (TOSC) at the spaceport.

Safety Week is an annual, companywide activity to stress safety activities designed to be fun, but the overall message is to take safety seriously.

Make plans to attend NASA's Seventh Annual Robotic Mining Competition from Monday, May 16, to Friday, May 20 at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex.

Schools from across the nation will compete in the five-day, collegiate-level mining competition.
The technologies developed here will further our exploration potential to Mars and beyond.

And remember Space Port Magazine digs deeper Inside KSC.